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Background
• We review here the evidence from several kinds of
experimental games. These include the Dictator,
Ultimatum, Trust, Public Goods games.
• Recall that the standard model of economic behavior is
based on homo-economicus; that is, an agent who is
characterized by an infinite ability to make rational
decisions. Rationality means that agents
1

update their beliefs correctly, in the manner described by
Bayes’ Law when they receive new information, and

2

given their beliefs, make choices that are normatively
acceptable in the sense that they are consistent with the
expected utility framework.

This traditional framework is appealing and simple hence it
would be very comforting if its predictions were confirmed in
the data. But they are not!
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Bargaining Games

Dictator Game
The Dictator game is a two-player game, which consists of the
dictator and a passive participant. The dictator is endowed
with an initial amount. The dictator, then, dictates the
allocation. The allocation is final; that is, the passive
participant does not make any decision in the game.
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Ultimatum Game
The Ultimatum game is also a two-player game, which consists
of the proposer and the responder. The proposer is endowed
with an initial amount. The proposer proposes an allocation to
the responder. If the responder agrees to the proposed
allocation, then, the allocation is final; otherwise, both the
proposer and the responder receive 0.
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Theoretical Predictions
In the Dictator game, the dictator should keep everything to
himself. This is the Nash equilibrium.
In the Ultimatum game, the proposer should propose an
allocation with a strictly positive amount to the responder so
that the responder agrees to the allocation. The responder
should accept such allocation, because something is better
than nothing. The proposer should keep most of the money.
This is the Nash equilibrium.
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Dictator Game - Results
The Dictator game setup has been used extensively in the
literature to test the basic economic premise of individuals
behaving in their own self-interest (i.e. homo economicus).
Typically, the Dictator game is played once.
Experimental results, contrary to this premise, have indicated
that only a minority of dictators keep the entire endowment to
themselves (see Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin and Sefton (1994)).
Specifically, around 60% of dictators give a strictly positive
amount to the passive participant. The mean amount given to
the passive participant is around 20% of the endowment. The
amount given is less than what is proposed in the Ultimatum
game.
Researchers (see, for instance, Andreoni and Miller (2002))
have attributed this behavior to prosocial preferences.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Groups
propose less
Luhan, Kocher and Sutter (2009)

When a group of individuals play the role of proposer
and responder
in ultimatum
and
dictator game
they
In team setups,
where a group
of individuals
plays the
role of
typically
offer
less,
and
reject
less.
the dictator, and another group plays the role of the receiver,
we observe
that typically
the allocations
are lower. offers
Further,
interacting
in a team
lowers individual
(Luhan, Kocher, Sutter 2009).
Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

0.94

0.54

0.66

Individual 1.27

1.17

1.25

Team

. Obvious discussion, don t you think?

3. Sure, all for ourselves.

• In the
Team treatment,
decisions in rounds 1 and 3
. I am no good
Samaritan.
3. Transferthe
0. …
are still individualistic; that is, for instance, 0.94 is the
. No.2, do you share our opinion? 2. I think we should be fair. ….
average transfer of the three team-members to the three
. So, for heavens
sake, make that 1!
recipients.
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Edward Cartwright, Behavioral economics,
GES Summer School, University of Kent
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Grossman
Ultimatum
Game - (2001)
Eckel and
Grossman (2001)
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1)Eckel and Grossman (2001) - Gender
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Eckel and Grossman (2001) - Findings
• Proposals of women are, on average, more generous than
proposals of men.
• Female respondents are more likely to accept an offer of a
given amount.
• A given offer is more likely to be accepted if it comes
from a woman (i.e. there is chivalry).
• Women paired with women almost never fail to reach an
agreement (i.e. there is solidarity).
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Murninghan and Saxon (1998)
• Younger children made larger offers and accepted smaller
offers than older participants.
• Like adults, children accepted smaller offers when they
did not know how much was being divided.
• Boys took greater strategic advantage of asymmetric
information than girls; this dichotomy began with
nine-year-olds (third graders) and continued for twelveand fifteen-year-olds (sixth and ninth graders) as well as
for college students.
• Older children required increasingly higher offers, except
for college students who were willing to accept
considerably less than others.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Jensen, Call and Tomasello (2007)
Humans’ closest living relatives, chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes), are rational maximizers and are not sensitive to
fairness.
These results support the hypothesis that otherregarding preferences and aversion to inequitable outcomes, which play key roles in human social organization, distinguish us from our closest living relatives.
(p. 107)
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People all over the world have now been subjected to the
ultimatum game!
Ultimatum
Game - By Country
n Cultural differences are significant and range from
competitive gift giving, to no sharing in sharing societies.

n

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

Edward Cartwright, Behavioral economics,
GES Summer School, University of Kent
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Bargaining Games - Findings
• Low offers create a negative response. “I would rather
have nothing than accept such an unfair offer.”
• The fear of provoking a negative response, can increase
offers. “I need to give him enough so that he does not
reject the offer.”
• Generous offers are made even in the Dictator game. “It
seems a bit unfair that I should get everything.”
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Trust Games

The Trust Game
In this game of reciprocity, the first mover sends $x out of an
endowment of $10 to the second mover. The $x are multiplied
by a factor of 3, so the transfer of $x becomes $3x. The
second mover must, then, allocate the $3x to himself and the
first mover. What he allocates back to the first mover, we call
$y.
• The payoff of the first mover is π1 = 10 − x + y.
• The payoff of the second mover is π2 = 10 + 3x − y.
What is the theoretical prediction? The unique Nash
equilibrium is to transfer $0 to the second mover. Yet on
average the first mover transfers $5.16!
Christos A. Ioannou
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Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe (1995)
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Cox (2004)
Cox decomposes trust from altruism and reciprocity from
altruism or inequality aversion. This is important if we are to
construct models of empirical validity.
• Treatment A is a standard Trust game.
• Treatment B is similar to Treatment A in that the first
mover makes decisions on how much to transfer to the
second mover, but the second mover makes no decisions
(i.e. the first mover is the dictator).
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Cox (2004) (Cont.)
• Treatment C is similar to Treatment A in that the second
mover makes decisions on how much to transfer back to
the first mover, but the first mover makes no decisions
(i.e. the second mover is the dictator). Specifically, first
movers are given endowments in amounts equal to the
amounts kept (i.e. not sent) by the first movers in
Treatment A. Furthermore, the second movers in
Treatment C are given additional dollar amounts equal to
the amounts received by second movers in Treatment A
from the tripled amounts sent by the first movers in
Treatment A.
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Findings
• There exists trust: the mean amount sent by first movers
was $5.97 in Treatment A and $3.63 in Treatment B.
• There exists reciprocity: the mean amount returned by
second movers was $4.94 in Treatment A and $2.06 in
Treatment C.
• There exists altruism: both the mean amount sent by first
movers in Treatment B (i.e. $3.63) and the mean amount
returned by second movers in Treatment C (i.e. $2.06) is
strictly positive.
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McCabe, Houser, Ryan, Smith and
Trouard (2001)
The first mover is paid the left number and the second mover
is paid the right number. In the Trust game, the first mover
either moves left to secure a payoff of [45,45], which ends the
game, or moves right, giving the second mover the final move.
If the second mover moves right the payoff is [0,405], whereas
if the second mover moves left the payoff is [180,225]. By
moving right the first mover is trusting the second mover to
reciprocate and not defect (move right).
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McCabe, Houser, Ryan, Smith and
Trouard (2001) (Cont.)
The subjects played the role of either first mover or second
mover. Second movers saw the first movers’ choice before
making their decision. Subjects were matched with either a
human or computer counterpart and were visually informed of
their counterpart’s type before seeing the game tree. When
the subject in the MRI scanner played the computer they were
told that it would play a fixed probabilistic strategy of 75% left
and 25% right as a second mover and that the computer plays
100% right as a first mover.
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Results
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Findings
• Behavioral data shows that half the subjects consistently
attempted cooperation with their human counterpart.
• Regions of prefrontal cortex are more active when
subjects are playing a human than when they are playing
a computer following a fixed (and known) probabilistic
strategy.
• Within the group of non-cooperators, the authors find no
significant differences in prefrontal cortex between the
computer and human conditions.
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Kosfeld, Heinrichs, Zak, Fischbacher
and Fehr (2005)
Little is known about the biological basis of trust among
humans.
Each mover receives an endowment of 12 monetary units. The
first mover can send to the second mover either 0, 4, 8 or 12
monetary units. The experimenter triples first mover’s transfer
and the second mover can decide what amount to keep and
what amount to send back to the first mover.
Each subject makes four decisions in the same player role
while paired with four different, randomly selected interaction
partners.
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Kosfeld, Heinrichs, Zak, Fischbacher
and Fehr (2005) (Cont.)
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Oxytocin
• Oxytocin is a neuropeptide that plays a key role in social
attachment and affiliation in non-human mammals.
• The authors hypothesize that oxytocin might also
promote prosocial approach behaviors, such as trust, in
humans.
• Subjects are randomly selected to receive a single
intranasal dose of 24 IU oxytocin or placebo 50 minutes
before the start of the trust experiment.
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Results

Subjects given oxytocin show significantly higher transfer
levels.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Risk Experiment
Does oxytocin help humans to overcome a general aversion
against risks?
If not, then, oxytocin must affect trusting behavior in social
interactions.
A risk experiment was conducted in which the first mover
faced the same choices as in the Trust game, but in which a
random mechanism determined the second mover’s decision.
The random mechanism in the risk experiment replicated the
second movers’ decisions; therefore, the first movers faced
exactly the same risk as in the trust experiment.
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Results

Subjects in the oxytocin and the placebo group show
statistically identical transfer levels (i.e. oxytocin does not
increase risk loving behavior).
Christos A. Ioannou
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Findings
• The authors show that intranasal administration of
oxytocin causes a substantial increase in trust among
humans, thereby greatly increasing the benefits from
social interactions.
• The effect of oxytocin on trust is not due to a general
increase in the readiness to bear risks.
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Nave, Camerer and McCullough
(2015)
• The authors discuss the different methods used by
neuropeptide-oxytocin behavioral researchers and review
evidence that links oxytocin to trust in humans.
• Examine the effects of exogenous oxytocin increase
caused by intranasal administration on trusting behavior.
• Examine correlated individual difference measures of
oxytocin plasma levels with measures of trust.
• Search for genetic polymorphisms of the ocytocin
receptor gene that might be associated with trust.
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Findings
• The simplest promising finding associating intranasal
oxytocin with higher trust has not replicated well. The
plasma oxytocin evidence is flawed by how oxytocin is
measured in peripheral bodily fluids. Researchers also fail
to find consistent associations of specific oxytocin-related
genetic polymorphisms and trust.
• All in all, the cumulative evidence does not provide robust
convergent evidence that human trust is reliably
associated with oxytocin (or caused by it).
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Public Goods Games

What is a Public Good?
There are three components to a public good.
1

The good is jointly provided.

2

The good is non-excludable. It is impossible to exclude
individuals from benefiting from the good.

3

The good is non-rivalrous. The cost of providing the
good to a marginal (additional) individual is zero.

What is your prediction?
It turns out that there is a lot of free riding and underprovision
of the good.
Why?
Efficiency and individual rationality are at odds!
Christos A. Ioannou
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Examples
• Parks
• Clean air
• Defense
• Open source software
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The Voluntary Contribution
Mechanism
Experimentalists use a simple model to describe the central
problem with public goods. It is called the Voluntary
Contribution Mechanism (VCM) and it consists of the
following rules:
1

N players,

2

player i has an endowment ei of tokens,

3

from which he chooses a number xi to contribute to a
public account (choices are simulataneous), and

4

keeps ei − xi to himself, thus earning in total
P
e i − xi + m N
j=1 xj ,

5

where m is the marginal per capita return (MPCR).
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The Voluntary Contribution
Mechanism
The public goods problem (or social dilemma) arises when
1
< m < 1. The theoretical prediction is 0 contribution.
N
Consider an example where there are N = 4 players, everyone
is endowed with 100 tokens and m = 0.5.
What are the efficiency implications?
• If everyone keeps their tokens to themselves, each earns
100, while
• if everyone contributes, each earns 0.5 × 4 × 100 = 200.
Is this the Nash equilibrium of the VCM game?
• No! Everyone should give 0 to the public good.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Why does cooperation fall apart?
• Suppose everyone else is giving the full amount.
• If you give the full amount you earn 200, BUT
• if you give nothing you earn 250!
We call this free riding.
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Demand-Revealing Mechanisms
• A demand-revealing mechanism creates the incentive for
people to reveal their public goods preferences in a
truthful manner.
• There is nothing in the demand-revealing mechanism that
guarantees that the sum of the subsidies paid and the
costs imposed by the scheme will add up to zero.
• Hence, the government may run a huge surplus in
administering the mechanism.
• This surplus cannot be divided among the citizens because
that would ruin the incentive properties of the scheme.
• Thus, it will have to be destroyed, and that will conflict
with Pareto optimality.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Example
• Assume that there are four houses on a dark street and
that the people who own these houses decide that they
want streetlights.
• The president of the street association proposes three
lighting plans, all of which cost the same amount of
money.
• Plan A: one very bright streetlight. Plan B: two
somewhat less bright streetlights. Plan C: three
streetlights considerably less bright.
• It is agreed that the four members of the association
should indicate their preferences by stating how much
they would be willing to pay to implement each plan.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Example (Cont.)
The true willingness of the association members to pay for the
three plans is summarized in the table below.
Member A
1
60
2
30
3
20
4
40
TWP
150

B
50
70
80
20
220

C
40
50
25
90
205

Tax (ex post)
0
5
40
0

• The president (the social planner) must specify how much
each member will have to pay.
• S/he identifies the plan that will be chosen when any
member’s report is included in her calculations and the
plan that would be chosen if that member’s report were
not included.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Example (Cont.)
• If the same plan would be chosen in both cases, then, the
member is charged nothing.
• If the report changes the association’s choice, then, the
member is charged the difference between the total
willingness to pay for the alternative plan chosen without
his or her report and the total willingness to pay for the
plan actually chosen when his or her report is excluded.
• If all members of the street association report truthfully,
the costs will be nothing for member 1, 5 for member 2,
40 for member 3, and nothing for member 4.
• The president chooses plan B because the total reported
willingness to pay for plan B is the highest.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Example (Cont.)
• Member 1: If we eliminate member 1’s report, then, the
total willingness to pay for plan A is $90, that for plan B
is $170, and that for plan C is $165. Again, plan B is
chosen, so the same plan is adopted with or without
member 1’s report. Hence, member 1’s tax is zero.
• Member 2: If we eliminate member 2’s report, then, the
association’s choice is plan C, for which the total
willingness to pay is, then, $155 as opposed to $150 for
plan B and $120 for plan A. Because member 2’s report
changes the choice from plan C to plan B, she is charged
the difference between the total willingness to pay of
$155 for plan C and the total willingness to pay of $150
for plan B. Her tax is 155 − 150 = $5.
Christos A. Ioannou
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Example (Cont.)
• Member 3: If we eliminate member 3’s report, then, the
total willingness to pay for plan A is $130, that for plan B
is $140, and that for plan C is $180. Therefore, member
3’s tax is 180 − 140 = $40.
• Member 4: If we eliminate member 4’s report, then, the
association’s choice is again plan B, for which the total
willingness to pay is, then, $200 as opposed to $110 for
plan A and $115 for plan C. Therefore, the tax is 0.
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Why does such a scheme work?
• Without member 3’s report, the three other members
would choose plan C. In this case, it would be best for
member 3 to submit a truthful report. Why?
• If he does, plan B (his first choice) will be selected and
he will have to pay a share of the tax.
• If he lies (give a higher WTP for plan A or plan C), he
runs the risk of changing the association’s choice from
plan B to something else and having to pay part of the
tax.
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Isaac and Walker (1988)
The authors vary the MPCR between L(0.3) and H (0.75) and
the number of players N between 4 and 10.
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Isaac and Walker (1988)
• The higher the MPCR the more subjects are willing to
contribute.
• In these repeated setups, subjects experience what is
sometimes called cooperative decay.
• Cooperation rates drop to under 10% with experience in
some parameterizations and less drastically in others.
• The evidence is unclear as to the effect of N on
cooperation.
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Why do people cooperate?
• Kindness: People are conditional cooperators; that is,
enjoy the experience of cooperating (warm glow), but
only as long as others are cooperating too.
• Confusion: People do not fully understand their best
response and are simply making mistakes. In that sense,
cooperative decay is just learning ...
Results from Andreoni (1995) indicate that around half of the
subjects are confused and half are kind. A lot of subjects are
misclassified so kindness could be as low as 43% or as high as
67%. Results from Houser and Kurzban (2002) corroborate
Andreoni’s findings.
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Fehr and Gachter (2000)
Fehr and Gachter (2000) run the VCM with N = 4,
M P CR = 0.4, and 10 repetitions. In the control, they had no
punishment (i.e. the standard VCM game), whereas in the
treatment with punishment, subjects could pay to reduce the
points of other players in the game. Fehr and Gachter (2000)
run one set with strangers (i.e. random matching) and one set
with partners (i.e. fixed matching).
What does economic theory predict?
Since punishment is costly and identities are anonymous
between rounds, nobody should punish and therefore, by
backward induction, the ability to punish should have no effect
on contributions.
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Fehr and Gachter (2000) - Strangers
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Fehr and Gachter (2000) - Partners
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Fehr and Gachter (2000)
Contributions go up with punishment, but whether or not this
is efficient, depends on the cost of the punishments.
Why do subjects punish even though it is not in their
individual best interest?
Fehr and Gachter hypothesize that punishment is due to a
strong negative emotion.
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Fischbacher, Gachter and Fehr (2001)
Observed cooperation is heterogeneous and declining over
time. One explanation, is the assumption that there are
conditional cooperators (i.e. people who are willing to
contribute more to a public good, the more the others
contribute).
In this paper, the authors report the results of an experiment
that directly elicits subjects’ willingness for conditional
cooperation.
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Fischbacher, Gachter and Fehr (2001)
• Each of four individuals decides how to spend 20 tokens
once. A subject can either keep these tokens for himself
or invest them into a so-called project.
• The pecuniary payoff function was the following:
P
πi = 20 − gi + 0.4 4j=1 gj .
• Subjects were asked to make two types of contribution
decisions.
• The unconditional contribution was just a single decision
about how many of the 20 tokens to invest into the
public good.
• The contribution table asked subjects to indicate for each
of the 21 possible average contribution levels of the other
group members (rounded to integers) how much they
were willing to contribute to the public good.
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Example
Assume that the four group members make an unconditional
contribution of 4, 6, 8 and 10 tokens, respectively. Assume
that the random mechanism determines that for the fourth
subject, whose unconditional contribution is 10 tokens, the
contribution table becomes the payoff-relevant decision, while
for the other three group members their unconditional
contributions are payoff-relevant. The average of their
unconditional contributions is, therefore, 6 tokens. Assume the
contribution table of the fourth subject says that she will
contribute 5 tokens in case the others contribute 6 tokens,
then, her contribution to the public good would be taken to be
5 tokens. In this example the sum of all contributions is,
therefore, 23 tokens. Individual payoffs can now be calculated
according to payoff function.
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Our main interest concerns subjects’ contribution decisions in the ‘contribution table’, i.e. their
Fischbacher,
and
(2001)
elicited willingness to contributeGachter
given the average contribution
level ofFehr
others. Fig. 1 contains
our
main result.

Fig. 1. Average own contribution level for each average contribution level of other members (diagonal5perfect conditional).
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Exclusion
An alternative way to support public goods is to exclude those
who are not contributing. For instance, infidels are kicked out
of religious organizations. Bad employees are fired from firms.
Such actions lead to fewer non-cooperators and encourage
conditional cooperators to cooperate freely.
Cinyabuguma, Page and Putterman (2005) find that the
overall effect on efficiency goes up with expulsion.
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Discrete Public Goods
Discrete public goods are goods that are produced if and only
if a certain level of contributions is reached.
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Examples
• Collecting money for a coffee machine in the office.
• Signing a petition.
• Setting up a lobby given the political environment.
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Multiplicity in Equilibria
When the number of potential contributors and their
preferences are common knowledge, multiplicity of Nash
equilibria may emerge regardless of the group-size (see, for
instance, Palfrey and Rosenthal (1984)). Typically, there are
two inefficient symmetric equilibria: one is a mixed-strategy
and the other is with zero contributions. There is also an
efficient equilibrium outcome in asymmetric pure-strategies,
where just enough contributions are made so that the public
good is certainly provided.
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Isaac, Schmidtz and Walker (1989)
If the good is not produced, what happens to the
contributions? Under some setups, these contributions are
returned to the subjects, whereas in other setups the
contributions disappear.
Early experiments were conducted by Isaac, Schmidtz and
Walker (1989). The authors run the experiments with low,
medium and high thresholds as well as money back and no
money back protocols.
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Isaac, Schmidtz and Walker (1989)
(Cont.)
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Isaac, Schmidtz and Walker (1989)
(Cont.)
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Isaac, Schmidtz and Walker (1989)
(Cont.)
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